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Balanced design diversity highlights 
this home where past meets 
present, large nestles small and hip 
high-fives classic.

MODERN
Comfortably

Written by JAN SOULTS WALKER   Photos by SEAN LITCHFIELD FOR MEGHAN SHADRICK INTERIORS



A harmonious merger 
of opposites, this living 
room juxtaposes an 
ornate Wisteria mirror 
with stacked artwork 
in sleek frames. An 
heirloom cabinet (its 
top used as a bar) and 
a sectional sofa offer 
a pleasing push-pull, 
teamed with a mod 
orange chair from 
Room & Board.
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I much style,” she says. “So I started with this 
foundational, more traditional piece as well as 
existing beaded board for cottage flair. I added 
elements to balance the scale of the room while 
bringing to light the homeowner’s own bold, 
glowing personality.” That meant incorporating 
a sprinkling of treasured family heirlooms 
along with some hip, modern punches.

Balancing Out Big 
A few large-scale pieces help balance the 
prominence of the sofa. “It’s okay to have 
something large scale in a smaller floor plan,” 

It’s funny how that sectional looks 
perfect on the showroom floor. Then you get it 
home, and suddenly you hear yourself asking, 
Wow, is that thing really that big?

That was one of the decorating gremlins 
nagging a Medford, Massachusetts, home-
owner as she noodled how to compose a 
stylish yet comfortable, cottage-infused scheme 
around ample seating. Interior designer 
Meghan Shadrick came on the scene—a 
new home with an open floor plan—and 
sized up solutions. “Sectionals eat up floor 
space, offering a lot of seating but often not 
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ABOVE Wicker bar stools from Pottery Barn 
provide a natural textural balance to the 
abundance of crisp white cabinetry found 
throughout the kitchen.  TOP RIGHT A simple, 
classic striped valance paired with blinds lends 
color and softness to the living room window. 
Wood occasional tables provide practicality and 
additional warmth.  RIGHT To mix patterned 
pillows, Shadrick advises repeating shades and 
including a few solid colors, such as this one in 
blue, as a visual respite. 



Be inspired!
Durable indoor/outdoor 

fabrics and leather seat 

covers stand up to  

wear and tear in a high-

traffic eating area.

A midcentury-modern table, vintage 
Italian chairs and a new lighting fixture 
with a fun retro vibe play off of the 
traditional banquette, which stands out 
against white-painted beaded board.



“The beauty of eclectic 
           spaces lies in the rich     
        layers to discover.”

Shadrick says, “but keep two strategies in 
mind: One is to balance the large-scale pieces 
with smaller ones, and the other is to take 
advantage of vertical space and draw the eye 
upward, so the room looks bigger and more 
proportioned.” 

In the living area, for example, an oversized 
verdigris-framed mirror and a stacked 
arrangement of framed prints on the adjacent 
wall emphasize ceiling height. Shadrick 
rounded out the seating arrangement with 
a contemporary orange leather chair with 
chrome arms. “I like to juxtapose modern and 
traditional elements,” she says. “Chrome arms 
make it hip and less imposing while still giving 
you something to lean on.” 

Creating Room to Relax  
The sectional wasn’t the only design hurdle—a 
dining table interrupted the path to the patio 
door off the kitchen eating area. So Shadrick 
relocated a misplaced chandelier, moving it to 
illuminate a wall-hugging traditional banquette 
(teamed with a retro-look table and chairs). 
That trick resulted in a comfortable 3-foot-
wide walkway to the patio door.

As getaways from these public areas, two 
bedrooms became restful retreats: One is 
dressed in an enveloping scheme of aubergine 
and outfitted with dual daybeds for reading 
by day and sleeping by night. The second, the 
master suite, is a calming blue, with coffee and 
cream hues that underscore its revitalizing role.

“The beauty of eclectic spaces lies in the 
rich layers to discover,” Shadrick sums up. 
“The space feels collected, not contrived.”

ABOVE A saturated color scheme imbues this reading/guest room with 
tranquility. A large mirror and funky Jonathan Adler chandelier help 
brighten the space.  ABOVE LEFT A pair of daybeds, chosen to create a 
restful monochromic palette with the existing purple walls, provide places 
to read by day and sleep by night.
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Be inspired!
Layered window 

treatments in the bedroom let you adjust the light from a bit filtered to completely 
blocked out.



Essential Elements of Eclectic Style
Creating an eclectic cottage 
look involves filling your spaces 
with one-of-a-kind verve—it’s all 
about personal style expressed 
through variety.
✽ TRUST YOUR INSTINCTS
If you love it, chances are it will 
work in your home, as you are 
naturally drawn to particular 
looks and genres that will create 
visual links from room to room.

✽ GO FOR MULTIPLES
Bring together diverse styles and 
eras—but not just one piece. 
Create threads of continuity 
by repeating a theme, such as 
several midcentury-modern 
pieces or accents sprinkled 
throughout.
✽ EDIT COMPOSITIONS
Remember that less is more, 
and you can create a cozy feel 

without overwhelming the space 
with clutter.
✽ INCORPORATE RESPITES
Create resting places for your 
eyes by interspersing clean-
lined objects and solid colors 
amid more intricate accents and 
patterned pieces.
✽ SIMPLIFY THE BACKDROP
Avoid pattern on the walls, such 
as busy wall coverings. Instead, 

depend on solid-colored paint 
hues or white beaded board to 
give spaces that textural charm. 
✽ REPEAT COLORS
Color can unify disparate 
pieces, including a mix of fabric 
patterns. Connect items by 
repeating color themes.

OPPOSITE Adding dollops of warm coffee brown to the master bedroom’s blue-and-white 
scheme “gives it a very rich, layered feel,” Shadrick says. Family photos gain impact when 
framed and matted and arranged as a grouping.  ABOVE A brown leather pillow added to 
a lighter mix of patterned ones adds richness and warmth to the bedding. 

how to LAYER 
IN TEXTURE 
When you look at a room that 
feels lush and interesting, what 
you’re likely responding to is 
its texture. “In terms of interior 
design, texture would be how 
any material is perceived, 
either visually or by touch,” 
says Meghan Shadrick, who 
shares how to put it to work.
FOCUS ON THE FINISH 
Texture can be anything from 
a quilted pattern in a textile or 
the nubbiness or wrinkle of a 
linen to the smooth reflective 
sheen of mirror or glass—or 
any particular metal finish, 
for that matter. You can give 
a room a designer look by 
varying the finishes used 
throughout.
WORK THE MIX To create 
casual but successful 
compositions, layer different 
textures. For example, this 
bed feels luxurious thanks 
to its patterned, upholstered 
frame; contrasting ribbed 
bedspread; linen duvet cover 
and shams; and, finally, a 
leather throw pillow. 
DON’T PLAY THE MATCH 
GAME  A common mistake is 
purchasing a matching set of 
furniture or thinking that all 
the woods in a room should be 
the same. It ends up looking 
a little stale and less dynamic 
because your eye stops 
traveling to the next surface. If 
you have matching sets, break 
them up in different rooms.  
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